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A family of translates of the unit cube [0,1)d + T = {[0,1)d + t:
t ∈ T }, T ⊂Rd , is called a cube tiling of Rd if cubes from this family
are pairwise disjoint and
⋃
t∈T [0,1)d + t = Rd . A non-empty set
B = B1 × · · · × Bd ⊆ Rd is a block if there is a family of pairwise
disjoint unit cubes [0,1)d + S , S ⊂Rd , such that B =⋃t∈S [0,1)d +t
and for every t, t′ ∈ S there is i ∈ {1, . . . ,d} such that ti −t′i ∈ Z\{0}.
A cube tiling of Rd is blockable if there is a ﬁnite family of disjoint
blocks B, |B| > 1, with the property that every cube from the tiling
is contained in exactly one block of the family B. We construct
a cube tiling T of R4 which, in contrast to cube tilings of R3,
is not blockable. We give a new proof of the theorem saying that
every cube tiling of R3 is blockable.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A family of translates of the unit cube [0,1)d+ T = {[0,1)d+t: t ∈ T }, T ⊂Rd , is called a cube tiling
of Rd if cubes from this family are pairwise disjoint and
⋃
t∈T [0,1)d + t = Rd . We say that a family
of cubes [0,1)d + S , S ⊂Rd , satisﬁes Keller’s condition if for every two cubes [0,1)d + t and [0,1)d + t′
belonging to [0,1)d + S there is i ∈ [d] = {1, . . . ,d} such that ti − t′i ∈ Z \ {0}. Every cube tiling of
R
d satisﬁes Keller’s condition [9]. A set F ⊂ Rd is said to be a polycube if there is a family of cubes
[0,1)d + S , S ⊂Rd , satisfying Keller’s condition, which is a cube tiling of F , that is ⋃t∈S [0,1)d + t = F .
A non-empty polycube B ⊆ Rd is a block if it is a box B = B1 × · · · × Bd . We do not assume that the
sets Bi , i ∈ [d], are connected or bounded. A cube tiling of Rd is blockable if there is a ﬁnite family
of disjoint blocks B, |B| > 1, with the property that every cube from this tiling is contained in exactly
one block of the family B. A cube tiling [0,1)d + T is layered if there are a ∈ [0,1) and i ∈ [d] such that
for every t ∈ T we have ti = a+ z for some z ∈ Z. Clearly, every layered cube tiling of Rd is blockable.
An interesting question is which non-layered cube tilings of Rd are blockable.
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2 A.P. Kisielewicz / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 120 (2013) 1–10Fig. 1. The ﬁgure on the left represents a portion of a non-layered cube tiling of R3, where its cubes are grouped into families
B1, . . . ,B5 which are portions of the tilings of the ﬁve blocks B1, . . . , B5. This division into blocks refers to a partition of a
box into ﬁve boxes which is represented in the ﬁgure on the right.
Łysakowska and Przesławski showed that every cube tiling of R3 is blockable [16]. This result
reads as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Every non-layered cube tiling of R3 is blockable, and its cubes can be grouped into ﬁve blocks of
the form:
B1 = A × B × C, B2 = A′ × B ′ × C ′
and
B3 =R× B ′ × C, B4 = A ×R× C ′, B5 = A′ × B ×R,
where A, B,C ⊂R (see Fig. 1).
In this paper we show that in general cube tilings of Rd are not blockable for d  4. In Section 2
we construct a cube tiling T of R4 which is not blockable, that is if B is a family of disjoint blocks in
R
4 such that each cube from the tiling T is contained in exactly one block from B, then |B| = ∞ or
|B| = 1. In Section 3, we give a new proof of Theorem 1.1 which is based on the layered structure of
cube tilings of R2 and use the method of geometric tomography [6]; we make slices of a non-layered
cube tiling of R3 using the planes perpendicular to the third axis, and then, analysing this slices,
we are able detect a blocked structure of the tiling. This proof gives a different explanation of the
phenomenon described in Theorem 1.1.
The idea to present a cube tiling of Rd as a family of disjoint blocks is a new one among the prob-
lems concerning the structure of cube tilings. Despite the fact that, as we have already announced,
there are cube tilings of Rd for d  4 which are not blockable, the question about conditions which
guarantee that a cube tiling is blockable seems to be interesting. This issue is brieﬂy discussed in the
ﬁnal Section 4.
The most well-known structural theorem on cube tilings of Rd is the Minkowski–Hajós theorem
on the existence of a column of cubes C = {[0,1)d + t + z: z ∈ Z}, t ∈ T , in a tiling [0,1)d + T , where
T is assumed to be a lattice. This theorem, formulated by Minkowski [18] and proved by Hajós [8],
inspired Keller who asked about the existence of a pair of cubes which share an entire (d − 1)-
dimensional face [9], and later about the existence of a column in any cube tiling of Rd [10]. Both
problems are known as Keller’s cube tiling conjecture. The ﬁrst was conﬁrmed by Perron for dimension
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tiling conjecture turned out to be false. Using the results obtained by Corrádi and Szabó on cube
tilings [1,2], Lagarias and Shor invalidated Keller’s conjecture for dimensions d  10 [13], and next
Mackey gave a counterexample to this conjecture in the dimension d = 8 [17]. (For d = 7 it is still
open.) Lagarias and Shor considered also some kind of generalisation of Keller’s conjecture, which led
to interesting questions about the structure of cube tilings. One of them (rigidity conjecture) asked
about the conditions under which a polycube F ⊂Rd has the unique cube tiling [14]. Such conditions
were found in [11], where many others observation on the mutual position of cubes in a cube tiling
have been made (see also [7]). Closely related to cube tilings are unextendible systems of translates
of the unit cubes in Rd . Such systems satisfy Keller’s condition but they cannot be completed for
the whole cube tiling of Rd . Unextendible systems of cubes appear in some problems of quantum
information theory (see e.g. DiVincenzo et al. [5]). So far, the structure of such system of cubes have
been widely investigated by Dutour Sikiric et al. [3,4] (see also [16]).
For further information about cube tilings of Rd and the Minkowski–Hajós theorem we refer to
Stein’s and Szabó’s books [20–22] and Kolountzakis’s paper [12].
2. Example
In this section we construct a cube tiling of R4 which is not blockable. (Similarly like our proof of
Theorem 1.1, this example has also been built using slices by planes perpendicular to the fourth axis.)
Let R− = (−∞,0) and R+ = [0,∞), and let
An =
⋃
z∈Z
[
1/(n + 3),1+ 1/(n + 3))+ 2z
for n ∈N. We deﬁne the following blocks in R4:
B1 =R− ×R+ ×R− ×R, B2 =R− ×R− ×R×R,
B3 =R+ ×R×R− ×R
and
B4,n =R− ×R+ × [n − 1,n) × An, B5,n =R+ ×R× [n − 1,n) × An,
B6,n =R×R+ × [n − 1,n) × A′n, B7,n =R+ ×R− × [n − 1,n) × A′n
for every n ∈N, where A′n =R \ An (see Fig. 2).
Then the family of blocks
B = {B1, B2, B3}∪
⋃
n∈N
{
B4,n, B5,n, B6,n, B7,n
}
is a partition of R4. This means that the blocks belonging to the family B are pairwise disjoint and⋃
B∈B B = R4. Now we divide the blocks from B into cubes. Let Z− = {z < 0: z ∈ Z} and Z+ ={z 0: z ∈ Z}, and let
B1 = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z− ×Z+ ×Z− ×Z
}
, B2 = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z2− × (Z+ 1/2)2
}
,
B3 = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z+ × (Z+ 1/2) ×Z− × (Z+ 1/3)
}
and
B4,n = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z− ×Z+ × {n − 1} ×
{
1/(n + 3) + 2z: z ∈ Z}},
B5,n = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z+ × (Z+ 1/3) × {n − 1} ×
{
1/(n + 3) + 2z: z ∈ Z}},
B6,n = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ (Z+ 1/2) ×Z+ × {n − 1} ×
{
1/(n + 3) + 2z + 1: z ∈ Z}},
B7,n = {[0,1)4 + t: t ∈ Z+ ×Z− × {n − 1} ×
{
1/(n + 3) + 2z + 1: z ∈ Z}}
4 A.P. Kisielewicz / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 120 (2013) 1–10Fig. 2. Three-dimensional parts of some blocks from the family B, whose elements have been cut by the hyperplane R×R×
R× {x}, where x ∈ A1 ∩ A′2 (the upper right ﬁgure), x ∈ A1 ∩ A2 (the lower left ﬁgure) and x ∈ A′1 ∩ A′2 (the lower right ﬁgure).
for n ∈N (see Fig. 3). Clearly, the family of cubes
T = B1 ∪B2 ∪B3 ∪
⋃
n∈N
(
B4,n ∪B5,n ∪B6,n ∪B7,n)
is a cube tiling of R4. We show that if C is a family of disjoint blocks in R4 such that every cube of
the tiling T belongs to exactly one block from C and C 	= B, then |C| = 1.
First observe that if two cubes [0,1)d + t and [0,1)d + p are elements of a cube tiling of a block
B = B1 × · · · × Bd ⊆Rd and ti − pi /∈ Z for some i ∈ [d], then Bi =R. To verify this, let x ∈ [0,1)d + t ,
and let l be the line passing through x and parallel to the ith axis. Then for every cube [0,1)d + s
of the tiling of B , if ([0,1)d + s) ∩ l 	= ∅, then (by Keller’s condition) si = ti + z for some z ∈ Z. Thus
Bi =⋃z∈Z1 ([0,1)+ ti + z) for some Z1 ⊆ Z. In the same way we show that Bi =
⋃
z∈Z2 ([0,1)+ pi + z)
for some Z2 ⊆ Z. This is possible only when ti − pi ∈ Z or Bi =R.
Since C 	= B, there is C ∈ C and there are two blocks B, D ∈ B such that C ∩ B 	= ∅ and C ∩ D 	= ∅.
This in turn means, by the deﬁnition of C, that there are two cubes [0,1)4+t ∈ T and [0,1)4+ p ∈T
such that [0,1)4 + t ⊂ C ∩ B and [0,1)4 + p ⊂ C ∩ D . We will consider three cases.
Case 1. In which C ∩ Bi 	= ∅ and C ∩ B j 	= ∅ for i, j ∈ {1,2,3}, i 	= j. We consider only the case i = 1
and j = 2, as the other cases are considered in the same manner. Let C = C1×· · ·×C4. Since the block
C contains cubes [0,1)4 + t ∈ B1 and [0,1)4 + p ∈B2, we have C3 = C4 =R, because t3 − p3 /∈ Z and
t4 − p4 /∈ Z. Thus C4 ∩ A′n 	= ∅ for every n ∈N, and then C ∩ B6,n 	= ∅, which means that [0,1)4 + s ⊂ C
for some cube [0,1)4 + s ∈B6,n . In the consequence C1 =R, because t1 − s1 /∈ Z. But then C ∩ B3 	= ∅,
and thus [0,1)4 + r ⊂ C , where [0,1)4 + r ∈ B3. Since t2 − r2 /∈ Z, we have C2 =R. Hence C =R4.
From now we do not indicate coordinates ti, pi of vectors t, p ∈ T such that ti − pi /∈ Z, which
allowed us to conclude that Ci = R. We give only an equality Ci = R which, in each case considered
below, will follow from the fact that there are [0,1)4 + t ⊂ C ∩ B and [0,1)4 + p ⊂ C ∩ D , for some
B, D ∈ B, such that ti − pi /∈ Z.
Case 2. Now we consider the cases C ∩ Bi,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B j,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N, where i, j ∈
{4, . . . ,7}.
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as in Fig. 2 we see only the sections by the hyperplane R×R×R× {x}, where x ∈ A′1 (the ﬁgure on the left) and x ∈ A1 (the
ﬁgure on the right).
Let C ∩ B5,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B5,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N, n 	=m. Then C4 = R. We have C ∩ B7,m 	= ∅
or C ∩ B6,n 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N. In the ﬁrst case we get C2 = R, which implies C ∩ B6,n 	= ∅, and
then C1 = R. Therefore C ∩ B2 	= ∅, and thus C3 = R. Then C = R4. In the second case we conclude
that C1 = C2 =R, and then C ∩ B2 	= ∅, which gives C3 =R, and ﬁnally C =R4.
In the similar way we show that, for every i ∈ {4,6,7}, if C ∩ Bi,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ Bi,m 	= ∅ for some
n,m ∈N, n 	=m, then C =R4.
Let C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B5,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈N. Then C2 =R. This, together with the previous
two conditions, give C ∩ B2 	= ∅, and therefore C3 = C4 =R. Since C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅, we have C ∩ B6,n 	= ∅,
which gives C1 =R, and then C =R4.
Let C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B6,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N. Then C1 = R, and thus C ∩ B5,n 	= ∅, which
implies that C2 =R. Then C ∩ B2 	= ∅, and hence C3 = C4 =R. Thus C =R4.
If C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B7,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N, then C ∩ B2 	= ∅, and thus C3 = R. But then
C ∩ B1 	= ∅, and, by Case 1, we have C =R4.
Let C ∩ B5,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B6,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N. Then C1 = C2 = R, and thus C ∩ B2 	= ∅,
which gives C3 = C4 =R. Then C =R4.
The cases C ∩ B5,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B7,m 	= ∅, and C ∩ B6,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B7,m 	= ∅ for some n,m ∈ N,
are considered in the similar way as the cases C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B6,m 	= ∅, and C ∩ B4,n 	= ∅ and
C ∩ B5,m 	= ∅, respectively.
Case 3. If C ∩ Bi,n 	= ∅ and C ∩ B j 	= ∅ for some n ∈N, i ∈ {4, . . . ,7} and j ∈ {1,2,3}, then C4 =R, and
in the consequence C ∩ B j,n 	= ∅ for some j ∈ {4, . . . ,7}, j 	= i. By the previous case, C =R4.
We have shown that if C 	= B, then |C| = 1. Thus the cube tiling T is not blockable.
3. Cube tilings ofR3
A set F ⊂ Rd is said to be a cylinder in the direction of the ith axis if it is a union of straight
lines parallel to this axis. Let T be a cube tiling of Rd , and let c ∈ [0,1) be such that there is a
cube K1 × · · · × Kd ∈ T with Ki = [0,1) + c + z for some i ∈ [d] and z ∈ Z. If W ⊂ T consists of all
cubes from T whose ith factors are of the form [0,1) + c + z, z ∈ Z, then the set ⋃W is, by Keller’s
condition, a cylinder in the direction of the ith axis. We will call it a cylinder of the tiling T . The
number c (somewhat like in [3]) will be called a parameter of the cylinder
⋃
W .
The original proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the fact that in any non-layered cube tiling of R3
there are columns in all three directions. Manipulating these columns we show that the tiling is
blockable. Our approach is in some sense dual; we make tomography of a given non-layered cube
tiling T of R3, that is we slice it using the planes πx =R×R× {x}, x ∈R, and then we study some
aspects of the structure of the slices πx ∩ T = {πx ∩ K : K ∈ T }, x ∈ R. Information on the tiling T
that we get in this way, will allow us to ﬁnd desired division of T into ﬁve blocks.
6 A.P. Kisielewicz / Journal of Combinatorial Theory, Series A 120 (2013) 1–10Fig. 4. The position of the columns C ,C ′ (A) forces appearance of the two families of columns C + e1Z and C ′ + e1Z,
e1 = (1,0,0), which form two layers R×R× {e + t} and R×R× {e + t′} for some t, t′ ∈ Z (darker two layers in the ﬁgure B;
here we have t′ = t+3). Similarly, the position of the two “broken” columns D,D ′ (C) produces two families of cubes D + e1Z
and D ′ +e1Z in the tiling T . But then two columns in the direction of the ﬁrst axis must appear in T , whose mutual position
is, up to orientation, the same as in the ﬁrst case (white and dark columns in the ﬁgure D).
The family of cubes πx ∩T is a cube tiling of the plane πx (we still refer to elements of πx ∩T as
to cubes). It is known and obvious that every such tiling is layered; layers are columns and they are
arranged vertically (along the second axis) or horizontally (along the ﬁrst axis). In the ﬁrst case we
will say that a cube tiling πx ∩T is oriented vertically, and in the second that it is oriented horizontally.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let πx ∩ T be oriented vertically. Then there is a ∈ [0,1) such that for every
K1 × K2 × {x} ∈ πx ∩T we have K1 = [0,1) + a+ z for some z ∈ Z. Since T is not layered, if a tiling
πx′ ∩T is also oriented vertically for some x′ ∈R, then for every G1 × G2 ×{x′} ∈ πx′ ∩T it must be
G1 = [0,1) + a + z for some z ∈ Z. To verify this assume, on the contrary, that G1 = [0,1) + c + z for
some c ∈ [0,1) \ {a} and z ∈ Z. Then two possibilities can occur: there is a column C in T such that
the column πx ∩ C 	= ∅ is vertical and πx ∩ C ⊂ πx ∩ T or for every vertical column vx ⊂ πx ∩ T
a set of cubes D ⊂ T such that πx ∩ D = vx is not a column in T . In the ﬁrst case there is a
column C ′ ⊂ T such that the set πx′ ∩ C ′ ⊂ πx′ ∩ T is a vertical column, and the columns C ,C ′
are situated such as in Fig. 4A. But this implies that the tiling T is layered (Fig. 4B), that is there
is e ∈ [0,1) such that for every cube K1 × K2 × K3 ∈ T we have K3 = [0,1) + e + z for some z ∈ Z,
which is a contradiction. The second case is illustrated in Fig. 4C,D. The mutual position of the two
“broken” columns (Fig. 4C) makes the tiling T layered; there is d ∈ [0,1) such that for every cube
K1 × K2 × K3 ∈T we have K2 = [0,1)+d+ z for some z ∈ Z, which again contradicts the assumption
on T . In the same manner we show that there is b ∈ [0,1) such that for every horizontally oriented
tiling πy ∩ T and every K1 × K2 × {y} ∈ πy ∩ T we have K2 = [0,1) + b + z for some z ∈ Z. Thus,
since T is not layered, the orientation of πx ∩T must be changed; there is y 	= x such that the tiling
πy ∩T is oriented horizontally but not vertically.
Let πx ∩T be oriented vertically and let vx = vx(t) = {([0,1)+a+ t)× ([0,1)+ c+ z)×{x}: z ∈ Z}
be a vertical column in πx ∩T . Let us note that there is u ∈ Z and there are two cylinders ⋃F and⋃
G of the tiling T , both in the direction of the third axis, such that
⋃
vx(u) ∩
⋃
F 	= ∅ and
⋃
vx(u) ∩
⋃
G 	= ∅. (3.1)
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⋃
F (light area),
⋃
G (darker area) and a fragment of a vertical
column vx ⊂ πx ∩ T (white and black cubes, lying in the slice πx ∩ T ) which intersects both cylinders. The lower ﬁgure
represents a part of the set p(vx) (white cubes) which is still contained in p(πy′ ∩F ).
Otherwise, if for every t ∈ Z the vertical column vx(t) is contained in exactly one cylinder of the tiling
T in the direction of the third axis, then every cylinder of T in the direction of the third axis is of
the form X×R×R, where X =⋃z∈Z [0,1)+a+ z for some Z ⊂ Z. Then the tiling T is layered, which
is a contradiction. Similarly, in every horizontally oriented tiling πy ∩T there is a horizontal column
hy which intersects at least two cylinders of T in the direction of the third axis. Observe now, that
if a vertical column vx contained in a vertically oriented tiling πx ∩ T satisﬁes (3.1), then c = b. To
see this, let p(X) be projection of a set X ⊂R3 onto R2 in the direction of the third axis. Notice ﬁrst,
that if vx′ is a vertical column in a vertically oriented tiling πx′ ∩ T and ⋃ p(vx) = ⋃ p(vx′ ), then
p(vx) = p(vx′ ), as if p(K ) ∈ p(vx) and p(K ) /∈ p(vx′ ) for some K ∈ T , then there is G ∈ T such that
p(G) ∈ p(vx′ ), and the sets (πx′ ∩ G) ∩⋃F and (πx′ ∩ G) ∩⋃G are non-empty. This is impossible,
since every cube in T belongs to exactly one cylinder in the direction of the third axis. To show
that c = b, let πy ∩ T be oriented horizontally and let us move x toward y, x < y. At one point the
orientation of πx ∩T must be changed from vertical to horizontal, which means that there is a point
y′  y such that πy′ ∩ T is oriented horizontally. Observe that we can choose y′ in such a manner
that p(vx)∩ p(πy′ ∩F ) 	= ∅ (Fig. 5). Since this set is contained in the tiling p(πy′ ∩T ) (of R2) which
is oriented horizontally, we have c = b.
This means that if vx is a vertical column in a vertically oriented tiling πx ∩ T and vx has non-
empty intersections with at least two cylinders of T in the direction of the third axis, then vx =
{([0,1) + a + z′) × ([0,1) + b + z) × {x}: z ∈ Z} for some z′ ∈ Z. Clearly, the similar statement is
true for horizontal columns; every horizontal column hy in a horizontally oriented tiling πy ∩ T
intersecting at least two cylinders of T in the direction of the third axis, must be of the form hy =
{([0,1) + a + z) × ([0,1) + b + z′) × {y}: z ∈ Z} for some z′ ∈ Z.
Let now C ⊂ R be the set of all x for which the tiling πx ∩ T is oriented vertically. Since there
are tilings πy ∩T oriented horizontally but not vertically, the set C ′ = R \ C is non-empty. Let Vx ⊂
πx ∩ T , x ∈ C , consist of all vertical columns which have non-empty intersections with at least two
cylinders of T in the direction of the third axis and similarly, let Hy ⊂ πy ∩ T be the set of all
horizontal columns in a horizontally oriented tiling πy ∩ T , which have non-empty intersections
with at least two cylinders of T in the direction of the third axis. Recall that for every vertical
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cubes which are 2 are intersections of black vertical columns and light horizontal columns, and cubes which are 3 are intersec-
tions of black horizontal columns and light vertical columns. Light vertical columns are cubes which are 4, and light horizontal
columns are cubes which are 5.
columns vx ∈ Vx and vx′ ∈ Vx′ , x, x′ ∈ C , the equality ⋃ p(vx) =⋃ p(vx′ ) implies p(vx) = p(vx′ ) and
the same holds for horizontal columns hy ∈ Hy , hy′ ∈ Hy′ , where y, y′ ∈ C ′ . Moreover, if vx ∈ Vx
and p(vx) = p(vx′ ), then vx′ ∈ Vx′ and similarly, if hy ∈ Hy and p(hy) = p(hy′ ), then hy′ ∈ Hy′ . Thus
p(Vx) = p(Vx′ ) for every x, x′ ∈ C and p(Hy) = p(Hy′ ) for every y, y′ ∈ C ′ . Fix any x ∈ C and y ∈ C ′
and let
p(Vx) =
{[0,1)2 + (a + z′,b + z): z ∈ Z, z′ ∈ Z1
}
and
p(Hy) =
{[0,1)2 + (a + z,b + z′): z ∈ Z, z′ ∈ Z2
}
,
for some Z1, Z2 ⊂ Z.
Now we are ready to group the cubes of the tiling T into blocks. We will colour each cube one of
the ﬁve colours 1, . . . ,5. Observe that the set
⋃
p(Vx)∩⋃ p(Hy) is a non-empty block in R2. A colour
of a cube K ∈ T is 1 if and only if p(K ) ∈ p(Vx)∩ p(Hy). Thus, the cubes which are 1 can be grouped
into the block of the form A× B×R, where A =⋃z∈Z1 [0,1)+a+ z and B =
⋃
z∈Z2 [0,1)+b+ z (Fig. 6,
black cubes).
Let us note that the sets A′ and B ′ are non-empty, which is equivalent to say that the sets
(πx ∩ T ) \ Vx and (πy ∩ T ) \ Hy are non-empty for every x ∈ C and y ∈ C ′ . To show this, sup-
pose that (πx′ ∩ T ) \ Vx′ = ∅ for some x′ ∈ C . Then (πx ∩ T ) \ Vx = ∅ for every x ∈ C . This in turn
means that for every cube K = K1 × K2 × K3 ∈T , if K ∩πx 	= ∅, where x ∈ C , then K2 = [0,1)+b+ z
for some z ∈ Z. Since for every cube G = G1 × G2 × G3 ∈ T such that G ∩ πy 	= ∅, where y ∈ C ′ , we
have G2 = [0,1) + b + z′ for some z′ ∈ Z, the tiling T is layered, which is not true. Hence A′ 	= ∅. In
the same way we show that (πy ∩T ) \ Hy 	= ∅ for any y ∈ C ′ , and thus B ′ 	= ∅.
Before colouring the remaining cubes we will show that there is a cylinder
⋃
W of the tiling T
in the direction of the third axis such that every cube which is not 1 lies in
⋃
W . Let vx /∈ Vx be a
vertical column in πx ∩T , where x ∈ C , and hy /∈ Hy be a horizontal column in πy ∩T , where y ∈ C ′ .
By the deﬁnitions of Vx and Hy , the column vx is contained in some cylinder of T in the direction
of the third axis, assume that this cylinder is
⋃
W , and hy is contained in some cylinder of T in
the direction of the third axis. The strips
⋃
p(vx) and
⋃
p(hy) are perpendicular, and thus there is a
point (x′, y′) ∈⋃ p(vx)∩⋃ p(hy). The line {x′}× {y′}×R lies in ⋃W and therefore vx,hy ⊂⋃W . If
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or in a horizontal column hx /∈ Hx if x ∈ C ′ . Thus p(K ) ⊂ p(⋃W ), and in the consequence K ⊂⋃W .
From this it follows that C =⋃z∈Z3 [0,1) + c + z for some Z3 ⊂ Z, where c is the parameter of the
cylinder
⋃
W . Hence, the third factor of any cube from T which is not 1 is contained in C or C ′ .
Now, the cubes K ,G ∈ T will have the colours 2 and 3, respectively if and only if p(K ) ∈ p(Vx) \
p(Hy) and πx ∩ K 	= ∅ for some x ∈ C , and p(G) ∈ p(Hy) \ p(Vx) and πy ∩ G 	= ∅ for some y ∈ C ′
(Fig. 6). Thus, the cubes which are 2 are contained in the block A × B ′ × C , and these which are 3 are
contained in the block A′ × B × C ′ . The cubes K ,G ∈ T will have the colours 4 and 5, respectively if
and only if p(K ) ∈ p(πx ∩T ) \ p(Vx) and πx ∩ K 	= ∅ for some x ∈ C , and p(G) ∈ p(πy ∩T ) \ p(Hy)
and πy ∩ G 	= ∅ for some y ∈ C ′ (Fig. 6). The cubes which are 4 are contained in the block A′ ×R× C ,
and the cubes which are 5 are contained in the block R × B ′ × C ′ . This decomposition of T into
blocks is, up to the distribution of prims, as predicted in Theorem 1.1. 
4. Remarks
The example from Section 2 shows that there are cube tilings of Rd , where d  4, which are not
blockable. Such tilings can be easily obtained from the tiling T described in that example in the
following way: let G1 = {[0,1)d−4 + t: t ∈ Zd−4} and G2 = {[0,1)d−4 + t: t ∈ (Z+ 1/2)d−4}, and let
B1 ⊗ G1 = {K × G: K ∈ B1 and G ∈ G1}.
It can be easily veriﬁed that the non-layered cube tiling
G = B1 ⊗ G1 ∪ (T \B1) ⊗ G2
of Rd is not blockable.
One class of cube tilings of Rd which are blockable consists of periodic cube tilings: a cube
tiling [0,1)d + T of Rd is said to be a k-periodic if there is a vector k = (k1, . . . ,kd) ∈ Nd such that
T + kiei = T for every i ∈ [d], where ei is the ith element of the standard basis of Rd . It is easy to
show that k-periodic cube tiling can be grouped into k1 · · ·kd blocks. But this class of tilings is rather
obvious example of blockable cube tilings of Rd . It is interesting what kind of constraints should be
imposed on a cube tiling of Rd to make it blockable. For example, we do not know whether the as-
sumption that the number of all cylinders (see Section 3) of a cube tiling is ﬁnite ensures that this
tiling is blockable. (In [3] one can ﬁnd interesting problems on cube tilings with ﬁnite number of
cylinders.)
In the case of cube tilings of R4 we can try to describe their “meta-structure” using polycubes
F ⊂R4 which are only a little bit more complicated than blocks.
Such representation of a cube tiling with blocks and polycubes which are not blocks can be easily
obtained in the case of the tiling T from the example in Section 2. Let L = R × R+ ∪ R+ × R− ,
and let F = L × R+ × R. Then F =⋃⋃n∈N(B4,n ∪ B5,n ∪ B6,n ∪ B7,n) and R4 = B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3 ∪ F .
Thus the cubes from the tiling T can be arranged into three blocks and one L-shaped polycube F .
Now, in the case of cube tilings of R4 the question is: Is it possible to described rather small family F4
of polycubes F ⊂ R4 which are not blocks such that cubes in any cube tiling of R4 can be grouped into some
ﬁnite number of blocks and polycubes from the familyF4 . It seems that such approach is sensible only for
the dimension four, as the number of elements even in the corresponding family of polycubes F5 can
be dramatically large. This supposition is based on a computer search made by our colleague Jacek
Bojarski showing that the number of suitable partitions of R5 into disjoint blocks is more than 104
times greater than the number of such partitions of R4.
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